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INTRODUCTION

A musical performance is a complex activity requiring the

articulation and synchronization of multiple cognitive,

motor, psychological, and emotional processes [1]. In

addition, the musician is often exposed to situations that

can generate stress, distress [2] or even anxiety. Indeed,

musical careers take place in very competitive settings,

and musicians have to cope such stressful events as

public performances, examinations, and music

competitions which often cause them music performance

anxiety (MPA) [3].

How could they cope with MPA?

Through the flow state theory, informal strategies could

be highlighted and productive means for coping with MPA

could be underlined [4]. Flow is a positive state during

which people are motivated and focused on performing a

gratifying activity [5] and could suggest unexplored ways

of controlling MPA. In fact, levels of MPA are low during

the best performances [6], and a flow state can raise

performers to a state of grace which counters anxiety [7 ;

8 ; 9].

OBJECTIVES

The present study aimed at examining the links between

states of anxiety and flow to outline unexploited facets of

distress and optimal experiences with the objectives to:

1. Improve the understanding of factors affecting

performance

2. Define applied indications for musicians to recognize

the characteristics and causes of anxiety and the

processes that could counteract this state.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Participants

• Six professional musicians (two men, four women) and

five student musicians (three men, two women)

• Aged from 18–30 years old (M = 25; SD = 5.3)

• Instruments played: cello (1), viola (1), piano (2), bass

(1), violin (2), trumpet (2), or voice (1)

Procedure and methods

Musicians were asked to recall two different experiences:

1. One in which they had felt very comfortable and

totally immersed in the performance

2. An experience in which they felt uncomfortable,

anxious, or stressed

The data was collected in the form of graphs drawn by

the musicians and recordings/transcripts of the

interviews.

Data analysis

No software was used in any stage of the analysis: all

coding and grouping were done by hand. Data were

analyzed using a thematic inductive approach involving

several steps [11 ; 12]

RESULTS

Factors leading to performance anxiety

The findings revealed many different factors which

conditioned performance. The results enabled to consider

performance itself along a continuum whose two

extremes relate to the two phenomena studied, namely

flow and anxiety.

The results obtained also make it possible to show the

range of aspects on which it seems relevant to work as a

musician. From a practical point of view, the mental or

psychological preparation seems to be an essential

element in optimizing a musician's potential and enabling

him to resist pressure [13].
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Music performance anxiety (MPA)

MPA can be defined as “a marked fear or anxiety about

one or more social situations in which the individual is

exposed to possible scrutiny by others.” [10] . This form of

anxiety can be detrimental to good performance.

Flow

Flow research has highlighted several factors which can

help to define an optimal experience:

1) a balance between challenge and skill; 2) the merger of

action and awareness; 3) clear goals; 4) unambiguous

feedback; 5) concentration on the task; 6) a sense of

control; 7) a loss of self-consciousness; 8) a distorted

sense of time; and, 9) an autotelic experience [4].

The following seven categories emerged as factors

promoting flow: 1) Social standing, 2) Type of preparation,

3) Connection to one’s body, 4) Awareness of skills and

self-confidence, 5) Intrinsic motivation, 6) Attentional

focus, and 7) Transcendence.

Example of results:

Attentional

focus

a) Concentration

b) Attentional

orientation

“Well, I think it’s a 

matter of good 

concentration. If you 

want to master a 

performance, be in 

control of it and all 

that, then it’s all 

about concentration. 

For me, it’s ninety 

percent 

concentration.” (M4)

Factors promoting flow

The following seven categories emerged as factors

leading to performance anxiety: 1) Social and

environmental conditions, 2) Type of preparation, 3)

Disconnection from the body, 4) Lack of knowledge, skills,

and self-confidence, 5) Lack of motivation, 6)

Dysfunctional attentional focus, and 7) Disruptive

thoughts.

Example of results:

“First, it’s physical. 

The head’s gonna

freak out because 

it’s not working. At 

first, it was fine, but 

when I started 

playing, I had no 

feeling; I couldn’t 

feel anything.” (M2)

a) Disconnection

from physical

sensations

b) Bodily

discomfort

Disconnection

from the body
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